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Why read this guide?
Where your work draws upon the work of others, you need to be comfortable that 
intellectual property rights are not being infringed. It is also important that you understand 
how the valuable intellectual property you create in your work can be protected. 
Infringement by the University or by you of the rights of others could result in significant 
financial losses and reputational damage. 

This guide provides a brief overview for University staff of the relevant concepts and where 
you can find more information. The guide doesn’t address in any detail protection and 
commercialisation of the valuable intellectual property created by the University. Among other 
things, the Research and Enterprise Office is the agency through which the University initially 
protects and develops its intellectual property. In particular, you should consult with the staff of 
the Research & Enterprise Office prior to negotiation of any contractual arrangements. 

What is intellectual property? 
Intellectual property (IP) is an umbrella term used for human innovations and creativity 
that are capable of being legally protected.1  Intellectual property rights are property rights 
e.g they can be sold or licensed. Intellectual property rights fall into two categories, being 
those that can be registered (trademarks, patents, designs and plant variety rights) and 
those which arise automatically by statute or in accordance with general legal principles 
(for example copyright, protection of goodwill, and protection of confidential information 
and trade secrets). 

University Policies
The University has:

•	 an	Intellectual Property Rights Policy which, among other things, deals with ownership 
of copyright and intellectual property generally produced by staff and distribution of 
income from intellectual property; 

•	 an	Intellectual Property Rights of Graduate Research Students Policy, which deals with 
similar subject matter in the context of graduate students; and  

•	 a	Recording by the University of Lectures and other Teaching Policy.    

Getting it right – 
Guide to Intellectual Property Rights and the University

1 Intellectual Property Office Website 
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2 Getting it right

Copyright

What is copyright?

Copyright protects the expression of an idea, rather than the idea itself. It is intended to 
protect a particular work, such as a painting, written work, computer programme, recording 
or film, from unauthorised copying. It can extend to such things as graphs, compilations, 
labels, packaging etc. Copying includes storage in any form, including digital. 

In New Zealand there are no registration requirements for copyright. Copyright arises 
automatically upon creation of a work provided various criteria are met, such as originality, 
and (subject to a few exceptions) expires 50 years after the year of the author’s death. 
Exceptions include:

•	 Copyright	in	artistic	works	that	are	industrially	applied	(for	example	drawings	of	mass	
produced products). Generally, copyright exists for 16 years from the date of the 
industrial application.

•	 Publishers	copyright	(for	example,	the	copyright	in	the	typographical	layout	of	a	
published edition). Copyright exists for 25 years from the date of the publication.

•	 Computer	generated	work.	Copyright	expires	50	years	from	the	end	of	the	year	in	
which the work is created. 

•	 Unknown	authorship.	Copyright	expires	50	years	from	the	end	of	the	year	in	which	it	is	
first made available to the public by an ‘authorised act’. 

•	 Crown	copyright.	Copyright	expires	100	years	from	the	end	of	the	calendar	year	in	
which the work is made, except where the work is a typographical arrangement of a 
published edition, in which case copyright expires 25 years from the end of the calendar 
year in which the work is made. 

Rights for copyright protection are provided for in the Copyright Act 1994 (Act), the 
Copyright (New Technologies) Amendment Act 2008 and the Copyright (Infringing File 
Sharing) Regulations 2011. The Act is accompanied by the Copyright (General Matters) 
Regulations 1995. 

The Act includes a concept of moral rights which, in general terms, gives certain rights of 
recognition to creators of works such as literary and artistic works. These rights exist even 
if the creator does not own copyright in the work. The rights include:

•	 the	right	to	be	identified	as	the	author	of	a	work	(the	right	of	attribution);

•	 the	right	to	object	to	derogatory	treatment	of	the	work	(the	right	of	integrity);	and

•	 the	right	not	to	have	a	work	falsely	attributed	to	them.	
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Moral rights cannot be transferred while the author is alive but can be waived (i.e. the 
author agrees not to enforce them). 

If the Crown2 has funded research by ‘a person employed or engaged by the Crown under 
a contract of service, a contract of apprenticeship, or a contract for services’ the Crown 
will be the first owner of any copyright arising from the work. Note that the right to be 
identified as the author of the work does not apply in respect of Crown copyright unless 
the author has previously been identified as such in, or on, published copies of the work. 
The right to object to derogatory treatment of the work also does not apply to use of the 
work by the Crown unless the author is identified at the time of the treatment or has been 
identified previously. For more information about Crown copyright talk to the Copyright 
Officer or Research & Enterprise. 

Part IX of the Act deals with Performers’ rights. Performers’ rights are related to copyright 
but arise independently. The Act provides performers with certain limited rights to 
control of the exploitation of their performances where they have not given consent to 
that exploitation. Note that among other things, performances by students or staff of an 
educational establishment are excluded.

A work that is not in copyright is in the ‘public domain,’ either because the copyright has 
expired or the creator specifically waived his or her rights and placed the work in the 
public domain. Note that public domain does not equate to publicly accessible; works on 
the internet, for example, are still subject to copyright and the only the copyright holder 
has the right to copy, distribute or do other things with a work.

It is becoming increasingly common for academic works to be published under ‘open 
access’ licences, like Creative Commons. It is important to realise that use of such licences 
does not surrender copyright; the author still holds the copyright, including moral rights, 
but has chosen to allow their work to be used in accordance with the terms of the licence, 
to increase access and ease of dissemination. 

For more information about the basics of copyright see What is Copyright? 

2 Note that the ‘Crown’ does not include Crown entities or state-owned enterprises (as those terms are defined in the 
Public Finance Act 1989 and the State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986 respectively) and so the University is not part of 
the Crown for the purposes of section 26. 
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Fair Dealing 

A key permitted act under copyright law is ‘fair dealing’. The Act provides that copyright will 
not be infringed if it is for the purposes of: 

•	 research	or	private	study;

•	 criticism	or	review;	or	

•	 reporting	current	events.	

When considering whether copying for research or private study is fair, the following 
criteria will be taken into account: 

•	 the	purpose	of	the	copying;	

•	 the	nature	of	the	work	copied;	

•	 whether	the	work	could	have	been	copied	within	a	reasonable	time	at	an	ordinary	
commercial price; 

•	 the	effect	of	the	copying	on	the	potential	market	for,	or	value	of,	the	work;	and	

•	 the	amount	and	substantiality	of	the	part	of	the	work	copied	(where	only	part	of	the	
work is copied). 

It is important to note that the provision that allows the copying of a work for research or 
private study purposes only allows one copy to be made on any one occasion. 

Fair dealing with a work for criticism or review purposes will not infringe copyright 
provided that sufficient acknowledgment is provided. Further information on fair dealing 
can be found here. 

There are also provisions of the Act allowing copying for educational purposes. More 
information on copying for educational purposes can be found here. 
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Copyright and the University

The University has extensive resources to assist staff and students understand copyright 
issues relevant to the University.  An overview of these resources can be found here. 

These resources will assist you to answer questions such as:              

•	 What	is	‘fair	dealing’	with	copyright	materials?		What	special	exceptions	exist	for	
educational copying?  What can I, as a staff member legally copy in the course of my 
work?

•	 What	licenses	does	the	University	hold?	

•	 What	is	the	Creative	Commons	and	Open	Educational	Resources?

•	 Can	I	use	something	I	find	on	the	web?	

•	 What	issues	arise	when	publishing	on	the	web?

•	 What	are	my	rights	as	a	creator	of	material?

•	 What	copyright	rules	apply	to	my	lectures	(and	what	about	distribution	on	‘Blackboard’	
and iTunes U)?

For further information on copyright, contact the University Copyright Officer, Richard 
White, on 64 3 479 4877 or copyright@otago.ac.nz.

For those who are involved in marketing the University, care needs to be taken to ensure 
that the University owns or has the right to use all materials which may have copyright 
associated with them. This extends to reproductions of images and three-dimensional 
objects (for example, an iPAD). Exceptions exist for buildings and for ‘incidental copying’ 
(for example, a painting in the background of a film may not breach copyright) however 
care needs to be taken. 
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Patents

What is a patent?

The registration of a patent gives a monopoly over an invention, for example, a new 
chemical entity, mechanical invention, electrical circuit, or a new use of a known product, 
computer software, business method, microbiological process, or genetic material. The 
owner of a patent has the exclusive right to make, use, exercise or sell that invention for up 
to 20 years. 

Patents are governed by the Patents Act 1953. 

What can be patented?

To be protectable by a patent an invention must be:

•	 Sufficiently	novel,	that	is,	it	must	not	be	obvious	(i.e.	not	immediately	apparent	by	
studying the invention).

•	 New	to	New	Zealand,	that	is:

	 •	 it	cannot	have	been	used	or	displayed	(for	example,	at	a	trade	fair)	in	New	Zealand;	

	 •	 it	cannot	have	been	sold	or	otherwise	made	available	in	New	Zealand;

	 •	 it	cannot	have	been	published	in	New	Zealand	(for	example,	by	being	discussed	in	a		
 trade magazine, or in some cases by the testing of prototypes);         

	 •	 it	cannot	have	been	described	in	a	patent	specification	(either	foreign	or	 
 New Zealand) which is available in New Zealand; and 

	 •	 it	must	not	be	the	subject	of	a	patent	previously	registered	and	in	force	in	 
 New Zealand. 

These requirements highlight the importance of seeking expert advice from the Research 
and Enterprise Office of the University if you have a new invention which may be 
patentable. Do not publish or commercially use the invention in any way. Only once the 
University has filed a provisional application for a patent may the invention be published or 
used (and then only in the manner disclosed in the provisional application).  
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What rights does a patent give?

In summary, a patent gives the owner the sole right to:

•	 make;

•	 use;

•	 exercise;	and

•	 sell

•	 the	invention	within	New	Zealand	during	the	term	of	the	patent.	

A patentee can license others to carry out any of the above activities.

What is unlawful?

•	 Unauthorised	acts	done	in	contravention	of	the	exclusive	rights	conferred	by	a	patent,	
e.g. making, using, exercising or selling the patented invention. 

•	 Use	relating	to	submitting	a	product	for	regulatory	review	will	not	infringe	a	patent	for	
example obtaining approval for a generic medicine, prior to the patented medicine’s 
patent expiring.

•	 Use	relating	to	bona	fide	research	and	experiments,	but	excluding	experimental	use	for	
commercial advantage. 

More information

For more information about patents see the Intellectual Property Office and talk to the 
Research and Enterprise Office in the first instance.
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Trademarks

What is a trademark?

A trademark is a unique identifier, often referred to as a “brand” or “logo”.3  Under the 
Trademarks Act 2002, a trademark is a ‘sign’ that is capable of being represented graphically 
and distinguishing the goods or services of person from those of another person.  

A ‘sign’ is broadly defined and includes a brand, colour, device, heading, label, letter, name, 
numeral, shape, signature, smell, sound, taste, ticket or word.  

Trademarks don’t have to be registered to be legally enforceable but unless they are 
registered the owner’s only recourse is to bring a legal claim based on the Fair Trading Act 
1986 (misleading or deceptive conduct) or under an area of law known as ‘passing off ’. Only 
the owner of a registered trademark can bring a claim under the Trademarks Act 2002. 

You will have seen registered trademarks identified with an ®, perhaps accompanied by 
a trademark statement. This is not required for the trademark to be enforceable but it 
puts the world on notice that the owner has registered the mark and claims intellectual 
property protection accordingly. 

Trademarks are registered in respect of applicable classes of goods and services. For 
example, several of the trademarks owned by the University are registered in class 41 
- education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities. This is 
important when it comes to enforcement. 

Finally, it is worth noting that registration of a trade mark only gives rights to the mark as 
a whole. It does not give rights to any separate parts of the mark such as words or design 
elements independently. 

What is unlawful?

There are a number of ways the University could infringe a registered trademark. 

First, if the University used a mark which was identical to a trademark registered in the class 
of goods or services identical to the goods and services provided by the University (e.g. 
educational services).  

Second, if the University used a mark which was identical or similar to a trademark 
registered in a class of goods or services identical or similar to the goods and services 
provided by the University if that use would be likely to deceive or confuse. 

3 www.iponz.govt.nz.
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Finally, if the University used a trademark which was identical or similar to a trademark 
registered in a class of goods or services that was not similar to the goods and services 
provided by the University but the trademark is well known in New Zealand and the use of 
the sign takes unfair advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character or repute of the 
mark. For	example,	if	the	University	adopted	the	phrase	“Because	You’re	Worth	It”	in	its	
advertising. 

More information

For more information about trademarks see the Intellectual Property Office and talk to the 
Research and Enterprise Office in the first instance. 

Registered Designs

What is a design?

The Designs Act 1953 allows for registration of novel designs which have eye appeal and 
are not solely functional. A registered design can also protect the shape of a product or any 
pattern applied to it (such as a carpet design). 

Design registration protects the external appearance of a manufactured item in contrast 
to a patent that protects the concept or idea behind a product such as its novel or original 
construction or functions.

As with patents, problems arise if the design is published prior to filing for registration. For 
this reason, the design should be kept confidential at least until after filing. 

Rights are granted for up to 15 years. 

What is the effect of registration? 

Design registration gives the owner copyright in the design under the Copyright Act 1994. 
It makes enforcement easier because there is no need to prove that the registered owner 
has copyright in the relevant item (as would ordinarily be the case if no design had been 
registered).

What is unlawful?

Infringing copyright protection as provided under the Copyright Act 1994. 

More information 

For more information about designs see the Intellectual Property Office  and talk to the 
Research and Enterprise Office in the first instance.
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Plant Variety Rights (PVR)

What is a PVR?

A grant of a PVR under the Plant Variety Rights Act 1987 for a new plant variety gives the 
holder the exclusive right to produce for sale and sell propagating material of the variety. 
For certain varieties (vegetatively-propagated fruit, ornamental and vegetable varieties) 
it also gives the exclusive commercial right to propagate the variety for the commercial 
production of fruit, flowers and other products of the variety. 

Others are free to grow the variety for non-commercial purposes, human consumption, 
non-propagating purposes and, subject to some restrictions, plant breeding. 

Criteria to obtain a PVR

The plant variety must:

•	 be	new;

•	 be	distinct,	uniform	and	stable;	and

•	 have	an	acceptable	variety	name.	

What is unlawful?

Infringing the proprietary rights of the holder of a PVR may give rise to an award of 
damages. Infringement includes the importation of any reproductive material of a protected 
variety, any propagation, sale, or use, of that material:

•	 as	reproductive	material;	and

•	 without	the	authority	of	the	owner	of	the	PVR.	

More information 

For more information about plant variety rights see the Intellectual Property Office and 
talk to the Research and Enterprise Office in the first instance.
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Further useful information

Outside the University

IPONZ

Copyright Council

This guide is intended solely for use by the University of Otago and its related entities. 
The guide is general in nature and, if you have a particular query or problem, specific 
legal advice may be required. Please contact the University’s risk manager, Alex 
Sweetman at Alexandra.Sweetman@otago.ac.nz or (03) 479 5005 if you have any 
feedback on the guide or any general compliance or risk related queries.

  

 


